


 MEMORABLE · UNFORGETTABLE · WONDERFUL · PERFECTLY UNDERSTOOD

NEW
LANDMARK
IN THE
CAPITAL 



Everything 
you need, 
minutes away.

5 Mins to King Abdullah Financial District
25 Mins to King Khaled International Airport

10 Mins to Digital City
11 Mins to Kingdom Tower
14 Mins to The Diplomatic Quarter
14 Mins to Diriyah Historical Area
15 Mins to Business Gate
15 Mins to Riyadh Historical Area
24 Mins to King Abdulaziz Historical Museum

By car: the hotel is located on the roots of major roads in 
the city, you can reach easily through any means of 
transportation.

 Convenience & Accessibility

Town’s biggest attractions:

GPS Coordinates
Latitude: 24.764011 | Longitude: 46.653256



Hotel Services &Amenities 
Airport Shuttle Service    Free Parking    Free Access to Pool    Concierge Service    Business Centre    WiFi
Hair & Beauty Salon    Non-smoking Floor    24hour in-room Dining    Dry Cleaning    Facilities for Guests with Special Needs



“The unmet needs - met.” 
A phrase that will define your experience starting the 
minute you step into our lobby; where design meets the 
Mövenpick brand of elegance, efficiency and comfort. 
Insuring your journey is filled with unforgettable 
moments. 



Passion for making

moments 
Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts is a modern, upscale 
hospitality company that is passionate about ‘making 
moments’, recognising that small gestures make a big 
difference to our guests, our owners and our team. We do 
ordinary things in an extraordinary way – a philosophy 
that has defined our brand’s success from the very start.

A global firm with Swiss roots and a restaurant and 
hospitality heritage that dates back to the 1940s, our 
approach to service has remained consistent; warm, 
intuitive, personal and uniquely ‘Mövenpick’. 



In The Heart of

the Kingdom 
Mövenpick Hotels & Residences Riyadh is situated right at the 
heart of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, a very unique location on 
the opposite of the new King Abdullah Financial District, which is 
meant to be the business hub of one of the world’s most thriving 
economies. An experience unmatched by its convenient access to 
the capital’s business and leisure landmarks, top companies, 
embassies, and the heritage rooted in its corners.



When you choose Mövenpick Hotels & Residences 
Riyadh, every aspect of your experience becomes a 
promise of excellence.

Explore our accommodation and facilities, where 
unforgettable moments are made.    

we promise only

excellence 



Venture
through the culinary brilliance 

at Mövenpick Hotels & Residences Riyadh
a culinary adventure awaits, every choice 
of cuisine highlights the wide range of 
skill and innovation unique to the 
Mövenpick brand.



Mazaj is an international culinary destination offering a 
timeless dining experience promoting local products 
and cultural traditions.  

 

“MAZAJ” - A BLEND OF CAPTIVATING FLAVOURS.  
One of the meaning of the word “Mazaj” is “to blend” in 
the Arabic language, and inspiration to bring to our menu 
the most delectable cuisine from around the globe, 
mixing cultures and innovation.  

The word also means “MOOD”, an important aspect of 
our timeless dining experience, inviting you to eat what 
you want, when you want and how much you want.

Location: 2nd  floor 
Capacity: 280-212 Seats 
Operating Hours: Sun – Sat: 06:30 am – 10:30 pm 
Panoramic View of King Abdullah Financial District (KAFD) 



La Citta is a luxurious trattoria-style restaurant that 
celebrates the authentic flavors of Italy featuring a 
picturesque terrace piazza with the vibrant city view. 

Location: 15th floor 
Capacity: 151 including Indoor & Outdoor Seating 
Cuisine: Fine-Dining Italian Cuisine 

Focus on freshly made pasta and pizza that are created 
from  scratch using home-made doughs. Everything is 
created in an open kitchen style, and featuring the 
biggest pizza oven the capital has seen.  

As for the drinks, they are inspired from iconic Italian 
flavours  and ingredients, with citrus as the hero 
ingredient, i.e.,  grapefruit lime spritzers, blood orange 
and Sicilian lemon  based cocktails. 



A unique sharing concept focusing on regional and  
authentic ingredients, while offering smaller portions with  
signature twists on traditional dishes like Tagine, Couscر
ous,  Pastillas and Moroccan Mezzah. 

From traditional Moroccan tea to curated mocktails, the  
beverages menu is inspired from unique Moroccan 
flavours  and ingredients such as mandarins, oranges, 
pomegranates  and mint.  

In addition to the widely used Moroccan “Ras Al Hanout” 
spice mix that includes ginger, cumin, nutmeg, chili,  
cardamom etc. 

Fez is a fine-dining restaurant that revisits traditional 
Moroccan flavors giving it a modern twist. 

Location: 15th floor 
Capacity: 54 Seats 
Cuisine: Fine-Dining «Moroccan Cuisine »



Otium features a garden lounge setting offering 
open-aired urban retreat to mingle while diving into 
international delicacies, live BBQ and exotic beverages.  

This cuisine experience focuses on international and 
Levantine  flavours, and an interactive mobile BBQ 
leaving hints of mouth-watering smoke in the air.
  
The mocktails menu is built around the botanical 
ambiance  with focus on herbs from the Mediterranean 
and Levante  (thyme, sumac, basil, mint, sage, rosemary, 
anise, etc.), in  addition to common Levante flavours 
(olives, citrus, rose,  licorice, tamarind, dates and coffee). 

Urban Terrace

Location:  2nd Floor   
Capacity: 250- 80 Seats
Operating Hours: Sun – Sat: 05:00 pm – 12:00 am  
Plaza Terrace Lounge  
Warm and Welcoming Outdoor Terrace  
Ideal for Relaxing and Refreshing Afternoon  



Inspired by lake Lugano, one of the beautiful (glacial) 
lakes of Switzerland, blue hues run through
THE INTERIORS OF THE SPACE. 

 The luxurious grand lobby offers an ideal spot to enjoy 
the Mövenpick experience with delectable sweet and 
savory bites along with a variety of drinks.  

Location: Ground Floor  
Capacity: 51 Seats 
Operating Hours: Sun – Sat: 06:30 am – 11:00 am  
Modern & Comfortable Lobby Lounge 



Location: 1st Floor  
Capacity: 64 Seats   
Operating Hours: Sun – Sat: 11:00 am – 01:00 am 
Signature & Panoramic View Café  

The Swiss-inspired luxury café offers a variety of stylish food 
and beverages coupled with high-end pastries and cakes.  

A contemporary Swiss-French inspired café with a 
sophisticated and refined interior, with chocolate inspired 
milkshakes and frappes, specialty coffees, high-end pastries 
and light food items. 

The perfect spot for an elegant and chic get-together with 
friends and loved ones, and most importantly, satisfying all 
spectrums of coffee cravings.  



Cravings don’t usually come with a 
specific schedule, that’s why you can 
explore a large assortment of 
international cuisine and the unique 
flavours of Mövenpick specialties, 
anytime you want.  

In-room
Dining 



Thank You


